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1. I ntroduction
Overview
New neighborhood and home construction since

1947 and 1977, first ring suburbs consist primarily of single

World War II has been rapid and sprawling. Development

family, free-standing homes. Within and adjacent to these

companies have used increasingly efficient, modular plans and

communities are retail and commercial strips and malls,

construction techniques to design, grade, and construct sub-

initially constructed to serve residents and generate revenue.

divisions across the country with little regard for vernacular

Despite their initial success, shopping centers in first ring

landscape or a sense of place. Salmon-colored stucco homes

suburbs are becoming obsolete in the face of newer, larger

in Ladera Ranch, California could be confused with those

shopping areas constructed nearby. (Bodzin 2001, 76) Facing

in Tucson, Arizona, which look just like communities in

obsolescence and declining revenue, these strip malls and

Homestead, Florida. Rows and cul de sacs of houses with

shopping centers are closing their doors. The spaces left as

duplicate floorplans, similar color and finish with standard

these centers close have been termed greyfields: underutilized

foundation plantings and landscaping blur into one another,

places in between brownfields and greenfields, often “derelict

and it becomes impossible to place oneself because the

shopping centers and strip commercial sites surrounded by

surroundings lack distinct identifying characteristics. The

seas of asphalt.” (Gamble 2005, 18) These greyfields are ripe

suburbs become a place of “weak and distended sensations,

for reuse: there is an opportunity to take advantage of their

few and far between emotions” (Koolhaas 1994, 218). A sense

space and underlying infrastructure in an adaptive reuse of

of place and belonging is lost to the generic city.

otherwise abandoned spaces in a fully-developed first ring

Amongst the milieu of suburban development – in
fact, at the core of it – are first ring suburbs. Built between

suburb.
A design intervention into the fabric of these dead
1

spaces can imbue them with public benefit and a sense of

gathering point: an existing infrastructure can provide space

place. Seas of asphalt can give way to public open space and

for public services and commerce, knit together with public

improve the hydrologic health of the community through

open space to provide a place for residents to gather and

infiltration while providing opportunities for recreation and

connect.

pedestrian activity. Centrally located open space provides
opportunities for people to gather, rest, and interact with
their neighbors. Existing buildings can provide public services
such as libraries and city offices, also incorporating economic
benefits to the community with small retail spaces for locally
owned restaurants and shops.
At a time when existing suburbs are experiencing a

Contemporary landscape theory provides insight into
strategies for greyfield retrofits. There is an ongoing debate
between two schools of thought: the New Urbanists and
the Landscape Urbanists. In an editorial deriding Charles
Waldheim, a central figure in the Landscape Urbanist
school of thought, Andres Duany, principal of DPZ and a
member of the Congress for New Urbanism, states “there

shift in demographics and becoming more diverse in terms of

will not be much of whatever remained of the urbane, urban

ethnicity, race, economic status and age (Dunham-Jones 2009,

design sensibility (of New Urbanism). Landscape/Ecological

3), these communities have a significant impact on the lives of

Urbanism will rule without dissension.”

their residents and larger ecologic systems. There are deficits
in the neighborhood fabric due to the impact of greyfields
within these communities. By addressing deficits through
retrofits and not deconstruction or abandonment, resources
can be conserved and directed towards a creative reuse of
existing infrastructure and space.
These dead spaces have the potential to act as a central
2

The field cannot continue in a successful manner
when practitioners are being drawn to one side or another:
landscape architecture requires talented leaders to create
interdisciplinary solutions to contemporary problems.
Architectural and planning solutions alone are not the answer:
landscape architects are the professionals best equipped
to lead this practice, providing multi-layered solutions to

complex problems. Our theory should be no different; that is;

This design demonstrates that the sense of place

a single school of thought should not and cannot provide “the

and community that the New Urbanists strive for can be

one” solution.

complementary to the Landscape Urbanists’ dedication to

Goals & Objectives

layered benefits and allowance for the temporal shifts of a
flexible, living, evolving landscape.

This project will approach site design as a manifestation
of the process and values of both Landscape Urbanism and
New Urbanism, incorporating approaches that are most
appropriate to the site. This use of site as frame, making
visible and organizing underlying principles and values, can
help to guide other landscape architects in the application of
contemporary theory to their greyfield adaptive reuse projects.
Gaining a thorough understanding of the social,
physical and economic history of first-ring suburbs, as well as
their present-day challenges, I have identified a community
with characteristics that provide opportunity for a successful
greyfield redevelopment. After a thorough site analysis, I
have conceptualized a design that addresses the needs of the
community while providing layers of social, health, economic,
and ecological benefit.

3
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2. L iterature R eview
Suburban Development Process
Modern suburban development began in the first part

The leapfrogging development patterns of suburbs caused

of the 20th century, with planned community proposals such as

first ring suburbs to become surrounded by subsequent

Coral Gables, Florida and Radburn, New Jersey. As developers

development. Because of this development pattern, first ring

recognized the economic profits to be made, and city centers

suburbs are not able to expand, and do not attract the level

became increasingly crowded, planned communities – suburbs

of large-scale reinvestment like some urban centers. (Spivak

– became home to the majority of new home construction. In

2007, 67)

the years after World War II, there was a significant rise in
new home construction as returning troops needed space to

The average suburban home size in 1950 was 1,100

establish families, and were able to afford small homes with

square feet, and has increased over the years: in 1980 home

federal financing. The rise of the suburb began, and new

sizes increased dramatically, ultimately averaging 2,114

planned communities began to sprawl out from city centers:

square feet in 2002. (Spivak 2007, 68) These first ring

a form of “urbanization distinguished by leapfrog patters of

suburbs, built immediately outside of city centers, tend to have

development, commercial strips, low density, separated land

smaller homes on smaller lots. With the growing preference

uses, automobile dominance, and a minimum of public open

for larger, newer homes, first ring suburbs became less

space.” (Gillham 2002, 292)

desirable and their prices began to fall. With this decrease,
however, smaller homes became attainable to immigrant

First ring suburbs are those planned communities built
between 1947 and 1977, just outside of a metropolitan core.

families seeking a toe-hold in home ownership and their own
American dream. (Spivak 2007, 68)
5

After years of a consistent sprawl pattern away

puts them out of reach of their physical and social needs. They

from city centers, there is now a movement towards a

become, in effect, nonviable members of society.” (Duany 2000,

recentralization around new and existing suburban centers.

123)

(Dunham-Jones 2009, 10) As communities recentralize, the
pioneering sub-divisions – first ring suburbs – face a series of
challenges and opportunities.
There is little public transportation infrastructure in

First ring suburbs face challenges, including the
inability to expand due to space constraints, a decline in
home prices, and increasing NORCs without infrastructure
to support aging residents. Within these challenges lie

first ring suburbs, constructed as “single-use, low-density,

opportunities: new residents purchasing lower priced homes

car-oriented development” (Gamble 2005, 18), providing

provide an influx of energy, and older residents an anchor

challenges to the increasing population of elderly residents

to the history of these places. Population shifts within these

and lower income residents who may not have the means to

communities are ongoing – the landscape and its residents

own cars. In addition, the broader streets and larger building

are ever-changing – and the potential and flexibility of the

footprints of auto-dependent travel increases the amount

adaptive reuse of greyfields play a key role in the future of

of impermeable surfaces, adversely affecting the hydrologic

first ring suburbs.

health of these neighborhoods.
These first ring suburbs are increasingly becoming
home to NORCs: Naturally Occurring Retirement
Communities. Residents who reside in the same home where
they raised their families are aging in place: they do not wish
to relocate away from their communities, but as they age and
their ability to drive diminishes, the “location of their house
6

Greyfields - Formation & Characteristics
Broad roads that connect neighborhoods are home to
large shopping centers with acres of parking for customers,
relying on anchor stores – national chains like WalMart
and K-Mart – as a key economic draw to their location. The
presence of an anchor store draws consumers to the shopping
center or mall, and those customers patronize not only the

anchor store but also the smaller stores in the same shopping
center.
As first ring suburbs and their associated malls and
retail strips age, the competition increases as newer, larger
power centers are constructed. (Congress for New Urbanism
2001, 2) The older, smaller malls and shopping centers
lose anchor stores to these larger superregional centers,
and business sharply declines because of the perception of
failure. Shopping centers and malls close, leaving a blighted
building and parking lot which provides no benefit, and in fact
decreases property values and perception of desirable place.
Therein lies an opportunity: because these greyfields

Greyfields not only have locations with potential,
but their physical space provides opportunity as well.
Communities are beginning to recognize the importance of
locally owned businesses, gathering spaces, and the desire
for a hybrid of city and suburban life (Dunham-Jones 2009,
13). In a first-ring suburb that has been fully developed, a
suddenly unoccupied site, often containing 500,000 square
feet (Bucher 2003, 21) of land, provides opportunity for public
benefit. Swaths of parking can be converted into community
open space, providing recreation and place for interaction.
Existing buildings offer electrical and plumbing infrastructure
for reuse, providing “on-site necessity retail and services, as
well as educational and civic facilities that can help residents

are located on collector roads, and first ring suburbs are just

increase their personal income and quality of life.” (Bucher

outside of city centers, there is often bus service and many

2003, 21)

former shopping centers are already bus hubs. (Congress for
New Urbanism 2001, 3) The adaptive reuse of a greyfield in
these locations allows designers and planners to tap into an
existing infrastructure: combining a re-designed site with
layers of public and ecological benefit in the site design, while
also providing access to this place by the elderly in NORCs
and those new residents who may not own cars.

With homes that are “usually more affordable than
those of the central city, and more likely than outer suburban
homes to be within walking distance of schools, recreation
centers, and stores” (Stauffer 2003, 78), first ring suburbs
are ripe for incisions of redevelopment and redesign. More
specifically, greyfield sites in these communities provide an
exciting opportunity to test contemporary theory: Landscape

7

Urbanism, as yet mostly untested (Weller 2008), as well

principles – that is, “fundamental, primary, or general laws of

as New Urbanism. With greyfield redevelopment and the

truth from which others are derived” (Merriam-Webster) – of

addition of social, economic, and ecological benefits to the

both.

community, landscape architects are key in moving from “an
old paradigm of greenfield development to a new paradigm of
restorative development. We need it.” (Stauffer 2003, 81)

Theory: An Overview
New Urbanism and Landscape Urbanism – the two
prevailing schools of thought within the field of Landscape
Architecture – seem at first to be diametrically opposed.
The champions of each are presently debating in design
publications, academic writing, and conferences, referencing
“brilliant coups” and “takeovers”. (Duany 2010) In design work
– landscape architecture for example – a school of thought
is an organization of general principles or rules, intended to
guide adherents through the design process. New Urbanist

To succeed in practice and find future growth and
success, a designer approaches a project in a rational manner
that respects its context while incorporating contemporary
thought in the field. It is necessary to understand the
theoretical underpinnings of each philosophy before
determining how best to proceed in the development of a
project. Careful consideration of differing approaches and the
principles they embody can inform future work as well. An
underlying value in landscape architecture is the importance
of site and context, and an understanding of theoretical tenets
allows a designer to flexibly apply these principles in a fashion
best suited to each unique site or future project.
Landscape Urbanism creates and designs using an

champions Andres Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zybeck would

approach that considers the systems of the site and its

approach a project one way, and James Corner and Charles

surrounds, whereas New Urbanism uses a series of form-based

Waldheim, pillars of Landscape Urbanism, would come up

rules that exert a greater degree of control over a site and its

with an entirely different proposal. There is a place between

processes.

the two in which successful design work can incorporate
8

Landscape Urbanism
A succinct description of Landscape Urbanism comes
from Julia Czerniak, who writes that Landscape Urbanism is
“…the conceptualization of and design and
planning for urban landscapes that draw from
an understanding of, variously, landscape’s
disciplinarity (history of ideas), functions
(ecological and economies), formal and
spatial attributes (both natural and cultural
organizations, systems, and formations), and
processes (temporal qualities) impacting many
scales of work…Embedded in Landscape
Urbanism is concern not only with how landscape
performs (the agenda of which is most advanced)
but how it appears (its latent inescapable
counterpart). “(Czerniak, 108)
Landscape Urbanists believe that landscapes work as a
structural force: that is, they are not designed and then
created, remaining static as if on paper.The Landscape
Urbanist approach to site design is to create a structural
framework which allows the landscape and its amalgamated
parts - all the networked systems that run through it – to
function (or not) from that point forward in time.
It allows processes – whether social, ecological, urban,

natural and cultural systems on a globally interconnected
scale” (Weller, 73). It is difficult to overstate the breadth
and complexity of the landscape. The systems running on
top of, beneath, or surrounding the earth are infinitely
complex: ecologic systems; hydrologic systems; the humanmade infrastructure of a metropolis (electricity, sewer, roads,
telephone lines); agricultural lands; weather patterns; urban
grain and settlement patterns; the list goes on. To identify
edges or borders of systems; to separate or tease out where one
system ends and another begins is impossible, and Landscape
Urbanists consider this an example of a continuum of intensity
across the landscape on a global scale.
In light of the vastness of landscape itself and its
many systems, Landscape Urbanist design strategies
“are targeted not only toward physical but also social and
cultural transformations, functioning as social and ecological
agents.” (Weller / Wall, 79) The systems addressed in designs
associated with Landscape Urbanism are concerned as much
with the ecological and infrastructural concerns as they are
with social and ecological justice.

or otherwise – to take place over time, as a “hybridization of
9

A key tenet of Landscape Urbanism is the allowance for
flexibility and anticipation of the unanticipated, allowing for
the chaos that may occur when systems overlay or intersect
with one another. Landscape Urbanism is less focused on
the “construction of complete works, more about…catalytic

architect charged with creating the flexible framework to
organize the urban field.

New Urbanism
Whereas the Landscape Urbanists primarily create or

frameworks that might enable a diversity of relationships”.

work within structural frameworks of systems and networks,

(Weller, 77) Because the developed framework is flexible,

New Urbanists tend towards a form-based approach to design.

it allows the potential for landscape architects to undertake

There is a focus on planning and specified structure as a

“partial interventions; strategic moves which might incite

solution to the contemporary suburban affliction of fractured

loops of non-linear change throughout a system.” (Frampton,

social and community networks. New Urbanists focus on

83) A small change within a system can create actions and

creating physically dense, close-knit communities and “do

reactions that may not be predictable, and the creation of

not consider networks to be a substitute” (Katz , xi). New

a network must be thoughtful and dimensional to allow

Urbanists think of a metropolitan area (city, its suburbs, their

absorption of a shift. The structured framework and network

natural environment) as a place with distinctly defined edges;

within must change with the action or resist that change and

there is an inside and an outside, as opposed to the concept of

maintain its form and function as intended or required.

place as part of a continuum.

It may seem that Landscape Urbanism is solely focused
on the function of systems and networks, when in fact there
is also consideration of how a design looks - its aesthetic and
spatial qualities - in laying out the principles of Landscape
Urbanism, that aesthetic value or sensibility is informed
and determined by site, process, system, and the landscape
10

New Urbanists consider a metropolitan region to be an
amalgamation of its parts, whose edges must be defined in
order to implement planning and design strategies. Edges, or
‘urban growth boundaries’ are key features of New Urbanist
design and planning: “development patterns should not blur

or eradicate the edge of the metropolis.”(Grimshaw, 2000, 35)

relationship with its surrounding systems. Meaningful site

Transit “structures and revitalizes metropolitan regions and

design is best inserted into existing systemic functions instead

reinforces the urban center of the region” (Katz, xiv). The

of being imposed upon them.

design and planning of New Urbanist projects are dependent
on the establishment of a border, using transit to order and

Unlike Landscape Urbanists, however, the New

formalize space. A transit-defined space privileges one system

Urbanists have a codified set of values to inform site design

(transit) over all others. There will always be hierarchy, but

and development. One central tenet to the New Urbanist

for one system to be granted primacy ignores the value and

movement is the idea that “many activities of daily living

influence of these different, yet contributing, systems.

should occur within walking distance, allowing independence
to those who do not drive, especially the elderly and the

Once a region is defined, New Urbanists recommend

young.” (Kulash, 2000, 83) In addition to pedestrian

that design and planning solutions “should be applied

connectivity and walkable neighborhoods, New Urbanists

through a metropolitan region regardless of location”.

value universally accessible public open space, an integrated

(Katz , xi) To apply “the best design to both the region and

diversity of use, a range of parks within neighborhoods –

the neighborhood” (Calthorpe, xvi) may guarantee the

all are clearly stated principles to be incorporated within

“best” design as defined by the designer, but with its broad

projects – and designers following the tenets of New Urbanism

application does not allow for the retention or development of

incorporate these into their design for a site.

a sense of unique place for residents or visitors. This seems
counter to the values inherent in landscape architecture

Landscape Urbanists think of systems as overlaying

as a profession: site and context matter. Each project we

and interweaving whereas the New Urbanists consider the

complete involves a new site, and a checklist approach to site

systems as a series of abutments: the city next to the suburb

design does not allow a project or place to have or develop a

next to ‘nature’, with exacting borders. New Urbanists
11

have clearly stated values for inclusion within projects, and
although it can seem like a checklist of items, these values
when applied using the methods of Landscape Urbanists
can result in a flexible framework for change over time while

The Space In Between:
Using site as framework for systems and values

Values

Systems

Removing the boundaries around these components
allows movement: each gains independence and is able to
move without the confines of an edge. There is potential for
each component to move and form new relationships.

There are endless

Values

Systems

Various components of a school of thought are distilled
and separated: the values of the New Urbanists and the
systems of the Landscape Urbanists are separated but still
kept within the confines of their philosophies. The edges
around each enforce rigidity and isolation from one another.

12

possible combinations and
relationships between
the parts of each: at this
moment, the designer
can begin to identify
potential complementary
combinations.

Matrix:
Landscape Urbanism / New Urbanism / Bay Street Site Design
I have described the two schools of thought in this
section The following matrix has been developed to create
a common framework as a way to better understand the
different approaches of each school of thought and how it
relates to the proposed design.
By separating out the primary values and systems of
each, it becomes easier to understand how they might relate to
one another, or aspects of design that one philosophy provides
that the other does not. The ideas put forth in the matrix are
The site itself provides a framework for overlaps.

flexible and might be adjusted fir each individual site.

Through careful analysis, the designer gains an understanding
of the site and its conditions, challenges, and opportunities.
The site both calls for and allows overlays between different
systems and values: the components chosen are dependent on
the site analysis, and are free to form new relationships within
and outside of the site.

13

New Urbanism

Bay Street Site Design

Site

The site supports the goal of the
building. Community is built through
the construction of traditional town
centers and hubs.

The site is seen as a potential
ecological network with unique
qualities and potentials. The goal of
design is to re-incorporate
abandoned lands into productive
places.

Systems

Primarily term-driven, however, it
prioritizes circulation systems and is
focused on how people move to and
from the town center.

Prioritizes systemic overlays; focuses
Systems addressed in the site
on how social and ecological systems
development include food,
interact. Focus on identifyng and reecological, and social systems.
connecting ruptures.

Values

Form

Role of
Program

14

Landscape Urbanism

The site is selected and valued for
opportunities it offers to connect and
re-invigorate. The design reincorporates the abandoned site to
connect existing 'centers'.

Values integration and the ﬂexibility
Values intact urban form, supporting
of natural systems into the urban
walkability; accessible open space;
form. Resiliency and ﬂexibility must
economic development.
be supported to sustain the whole.

Creates walkable accessible open
space with economic development
and ﬂexibility for future use.

Focus on unity and vernacular
architecture as design solution.

Informed by existing building
structure, site, neighborhood &
regional context.

Silent on form.

Program developed fully in
Informed by systems, the program is coordination with speciﬁc needs and
Program reﬂects the urban core as a
developed by the needs and
opportunities of site. Initial program
way of being and is dictated by
opportunities of the site. Allows
addresses economic and health
zoning.
spaces to change over time.
systems, and can change according
to community need over time.

3. M ethodology
Research
The first step in this process was the development
of a working knowledge of suburban growth patterns –
specifically in first ring suburbs – and the way those patterns
affect communities socially, economically, and ecologically.
This enhanced understanding of the development process of
suburbs and theory informing contemporary practice inform

The criteria employed as part of the site selection process
include the following:
-

A location within travelling distance of the Pioneer
Valley in order to complete multiple site visits

-

A vacant or abandoned parcel to allow the adaptive
reuse of existing space and infrastructure

-

Presence of structure to allow exploration of indoor –
outdoor connections

-

Context within an existing residential development to
ensure human use of space

-

Existing surrounding systems present that will allow
new or enhanced connections: these may include social,
ecological, economic, transportation, nutrition, open
space, etc.

-

Ability to connect with or house civic or public services

site selection criteria. In order to increase the chances for
the success of a design, the site must have certain qualities
and characteristics that lend it to connection and allow for
human interaction. Additional research was completed to
gain an understanding of contemporary schools of thought
in landscape architecture, specifically New Urbanism and
Landscape Urbanism.

Site Selection Criteria
Once the underlying development processes of suburbs

Site Selection Process
The first step in identifying a site with potential was
contacting local planners, including Donna Dachos, Director

and contemporary schools of thought were better understood,

of Planning and Conservation for the town of Agawam, MA

this knowledge was used to identify the characteristics a site

and Scott Hanson, Principal Planner of Springfield, MA. Each

should have to increase chances for the success of a design.

15

had suggestions of vacant or underused sites within their
cities. In examining the Agawam site, it was determined that

3
1
2

although the site had both space and structure, it lacked the
adjacent residential community that would allow it to be
connected with the surrounding population.
Scott Hanson identified three sites within Springfield
(Figure 1): after completing a preliminary analysis of the sites,
site #3 on Parker Street was eliminated because of its location
within a commercial area and lack of surrounding residential

Figure 1: Site 1 (1535 Bay Street); Site 2 (1525 State Street); and Site
3 (510 Parker Street) in Springfield, MA.

neighborhoods. Although it is an abandoned site, there is not
a residential fabric into which it could be re-woven. Sites #1
& #2, on Bay Street and State Street respectively, were then
analyzed at a finer scale (Figure 2). Both sites had existing

1
2

structure, space for programming and design, and existing
surrounding systems. Ultimately site #1 was chosen because
it also had a surrounding residential community and nearby
civic service with potential for linkages, meeting all the
established criteria for success.

Understanding the Site
Figure 2: Sites 1 and 2. Site 1 has the potential for a greater relationship with the surrounding residential neighborhoods.
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With a site selected, the next step included an interview
with Scott Hanson, as he is familiar with both the site and

the community who live in the area. Scott was able to provide
insight into the makeup of the neighborhood surrounding the
site, including existing economic and social systems. He was
also able to clarify those services and spaces the community
had requested in terms of amenities they felt the neighborhood
lacked.
A GIS analysis of the site and its context was completed

Design Process
Informed by an understanding of suburban development
patterns gained through a literature review, as well as
existing greyfield re-development projects as part of a series
of precedent studies, the design process began. Aspects of
the design determined by the designer and guided by the
committee members included the programming and design

to understand how the site is situated with Springfield and

of both the exterior and interior spaces, connections between

within the neighborhood. This analysis helped to clarify the

the two, and the careful consideration of parking on-site. More

existing systems running through and around the site, and

details on the design and programming will be articulated in

informed the identification of challenges and opportunities for

Chapter 6.

a site plan that would address the needs of the surrounding
community.
With a better understanding of the site and its context,
a series of site visits at different times of day were completed
to compile a photo tour and understand how the site looked
and felt from the point of view of neighborhood residents.
It also allowed me to better understand the challenges and
opportunities within the site.

17
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4. S ite A nalysis
Site Overview
The site identified through the selection process is
located at 1535 Bay Street in the Pine Point neighborhood of
Springfield, MA. The site is currently vacant (and has been
for quite some time), and was previously used as an auto
dealership. The parcel is approximately 6 acres large, and
the structure in the middle of the property is approximately
50,000 square feet.
The following sections will provide context for the site,
moving from its position within Springfield to its connections
in the Pine Point neighborhood.

Demographics
In terms of ethnicity and race, the neighborhood is

The site in its neighborhood context. Note the vacant parcel to the
southeast of the site.

approximately 1/3 White, 1/3 Hispanic, and 1/3 Black.
Economically Pine Point is considered a lower to lower-middle
income area, with home price averages between $100,000 $150,000. The community is made up of a mix of families with
children and elderly residents aging in place.
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Site Context:
Springfield, MA
Connecticut River
Major Transportation
Routes
Pine Point Neighborhood

I-291
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Springfield, MA is bordered to
the west by the Connecticut
River and Interstate 91, and
to the north by Interstate 291.
Both interstates lead to the
Massachusetts Turnpike and
points beyond.
The Pine Point neighborhood
and site are connected to
downtown Springfield by
Boston Road, which turns
to State Street closer to the
downtown.
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Site Analysis:
Neighborhood Circulation
Major Roads
Secondary Road

Train Tracks

Train Tracks

Here we see the site in

Bay Street

context, with major and
secondary vehicular
circulation as well as train
tracks to the north of the site.
Boston Road and Berkshire

Berkshire Avenue

Boston Road

Avenue are major vehicle
thoroughfares, connecting to
downtown Springfield.
The site is directly located
on Berkshire Avenue to the
north, which also connects to
downtown Springfield.
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Site Analysis:
Neighborhood Circulation
Major Roads
Secondary Road

Train Tracks

Train Tracks
Pedestrian and Minor
Streets

Bay Street

In addition to the major
vehicular circulation and

Berkshire Avenue

train tracks, the neighborhood
Boston Road

is connected with a finer
network of minor streets.
This begins to indicate
patterns of residential
settlement within the
neighborhood.
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Site Analysis:
Circulation Summary
Although the major vehicular
circulation allows connection
into the nieghborhood, the
focus is on movement to points
beyond.
The site and the area of
land surrounding it are,
essentially, an island created
by Boston Road, Berkshire
Avenue, and Bay Street and
lacking any connection to the
surrounding neighborhood.
The robust pedestrian
network in the surrounding
neighborhoods, however,
provides an opportunity in
terms of an existing system
that the site can potentially
connect to.
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Site Analysis:
Zoning
Industrial
Residential
Commercial

There is a legible pattern
of zoning and development
within the neighborhood. The
residential areas are largely
uniform, with the industrial
zoning to the north of the
train tracks and commercial
zoning concentrated along the
two main thoroughfares
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Site Analysis:
Education, Goods &
Services
Schools

Supermarket

Civic Services
Fire Station

Central
High
School

Senior
Center

Supermarket

The site is located in between
the Senior Center and the
Pine Point Library, which
provide opportunities for

Our Lady of
the Sacred
Heart School

Dorman
Elementary
School
Pine
Point
Library

enhanced connection. There
are neighborhood middle and

Ballet
Middle
School

elementary schools, as well as
Central High School. With Big
Y located further north and
inaccessible to pedestrians,

Vocational
High School

Pine Point lacks access to
healthy food and is considered
a food desert.
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Site Analysis:
Open Space
Accessible Open Space
Public-Private Open Space
Inaccessible Open Space
White Cedar
Bog
There is a noticeable lack of
recreational open space within
the Pine Point neighborhood.
Blunt Park is specifically

Blunt Park

programmed with sports fields,
and the existing open space
within the neighborhood is
either associated with schools
St. Michael’s
Cemetery

(limited access to the public) or
inaccessible due to terrain.
The White Cedar Bog to the
north of the site provides
an opportunity for potential
connection to an existing
ecological system.
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Site Analysis:
Water & Topography
Water
3 Meter Contours

Because the site itself has
been graded as a parking lot,
there is no major topography

X Low Point

or standing water on the site.
Adjacent to the site is the
White Cedar Bog, which has
some standing water and is a
low point in the neighborhood.
Because of the significant
slope and changes in elevation
in the White Cedar Bog, there
is not currently a way for
people to move into or through
the bog.
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Site Analysis:
Summary Diagram
Ecological Systems
Accessible Open Space
Public-Private Open Space
Inaccessible Open Space
Social Systems
Schools
Public Services

Food Systems
Grocery Store
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The facade of the building along Bay Street

29

The existing overhang

30

The northeast side of the building along Bay Street

31

The east side of the building

32

1535 Bay Street from across the street

33

The west side of the building and parking lot

34

The southwest corner of the building with continued asphalt
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A view of the parccel from the northwest corner: the expanse of space
and condition of the site

36

The relationship of the site to the street along Bay Street from the
northwest corner

37

VIew of the gas station on the corner and the streetscape along Bay
Street
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Site Analysis: Challenges & Opportunities
The challenges facing the Pine Point neighborhood

but it is broken by Boston Road and Berkshire Ave, which

include a lack of accessible open space, lack of access to

serve to isolate the site as an island in the middle of the

healthy food within the neighborhood, and a disconnet

neighborhood.

between the social fabric, specifically the Senior Center and
the Library.
There is not currently an existing system for
healthy food access in the neighborhood, resulting in food
desert conditions. Without access to fresh food within the
neighborhood, the health of the community is negatively
impacted. This negative impact on health is furthered by the
lack of outdoor recreation space accessible to all residents.
Ecological systems in Pine Point are limited to the
White Cedar Bog directly to the north of the site, with no
ecological value or services found in the site itself. Because
the White Cedar Bog is isolated from the residents, they are
unable to enjoy or begin to understand it.
In terms of the neighborhoods social and circulation

Opportunities
Through programming and site design, there is
potential for bringing a healthy food system into the
neighborhood and alleviating food desert conditions. This
addition of a healthy food supply works alongside the
establishment of recreational open space to improve the health
of the community.
The social fabric of the neighborhood can be re-knit
by connecting the two sides using available vacant space
as accessible open space, allowing pedestrian circulation
between the Library, Senior Center, and residences within the
neighborhood. The ecological system isolated in the bog can be
made visible by incorporating plant species and habitats into
the design of the recreational open space.

system, there is a robust minor streets / pedestrian network
that could allow neighbors to encounter one another walking,
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Healthy Food
Opportunities
Pine Point residents
leave their homes
and travel to the site
at approximately the
same time for food
pick-up, engaging
social systems with
the healthy food
system.

Ecological
Opportunities
Canopy trees
including evergreens

Social Opportunities
The proposed social systems of Pine Point include pedestrian
connectivity between the two parts of the neighborhood, as
well as the Senior Center and Library. On-site design and
programming allows for both passive and active recreation and
services to re-knit the community.
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and deciduous
continue to define
space while providing
shade to the site.

5. P recedent S tudies
In order to understand how other designers have

ecologically and spatially successful, I investigated successful

completed successful greyfield reuse projects and solved other

ways of envisioning parking as more than a lot. Three projects

site-specific problems, I researched a series of past projects.

that approached these multi-functional needs in different

As inspiration for greyfield redevelopment, I looked to the

ways include Dan Kileys design of the North Christian

re-design of Mashpee Commons in Massachusetts, as well as

Church parking lot in Columbus, Indiana; Michael Van

the Denton Public Library in Denton, Texas. Each of these

Valkenburghs work in the Herman Miller Furniture Factory

projects took an abandoned or underused strip mall and re-

parking lot, located in Georgia; and Renzo Pianos design of the

used the existing space and infrastructure to address the

Fiat Lingotto Factory in Turin, Italy.

needs of the surrounding community.
In addition to greyfield redevelopment as an overall
process, the indoor and outdoor spaces of this particular site

Following are images and analysis of these projects, as
well as articulation of how each precedent informed the design
process for the Bay Road site.

required thoughtful consideration. I turned to the Office of
James Burnett’s successful work in Texas at Rice University,
where they used structure and groundplane treatments as
well as plantings to create seamless connections between
interior and exterior.
In order for this particular site to be successful, both
vehicular and pedestrian circulation need to be addressed.
To create parking that was multi-functional as well as
41

Denton Public Library: Denton, Texas
An abandoned Food Lion in Denton, Texas was
retrofitted to serve as a library for the community. In addition
to the interior programming of the building, the outdoor
spaces responded to the context of the site. Xeriscaping and
native grasses were used in response to the arid climate of
Texas. 75 parking spaces were removed to provide space for
these plantings, which not only add spatial and aesthetic
qualities to the lot and make it more pedestrian friendly
The former Food Lion and associated parking lot in Denton. Note the
expanse of asphalt and two visible trees.
Image: ‘Retrofitting Suburbia’

(incorporating social systems), but also address the hydrologic
systems of the site by allowing for increased infiltration.
“Planes and volumes inserted into the building envelope
enhance its aesthetic appeal while helping to break apart the
overall mass. A new glass curtainwall along the west facade,
composed of both translucent and transparent glazing, creates
a scrim that softens its look and adds a level of intrigue about
what goes on inside. Linear strip windows frame views along
the other facades, while a new entry canopy guides patrons
into the building through the new gardens.” (Architectural

Retrofit of the the Food Lion includes swaths of native plantings and
added tree cover, creating a more robust pedestrian connection to the
surrounding neighborhood. Image: ‘Retrofitting Suburbia’
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Record, etc.)

Mashpee Commons: Mashpee, Massachusetts
The New Seabury Shopping Center in Mashpee,
Massachusetts (on Cape Cod) was constructed in the 1960s as
a strip mall. By the 1980s it had fallen into vacancy and disrepair: the New Urbanist planning firm Duany Plater-Zyberk
designed a new mixed-use downtown development on the
site. At the time, Mashpee did not have a town center and the
designers sought to address that need.
The design of buildings incorporates the Cape Cod
vernacular style (though it has been criticized as “nostalgic”),

The New Seabury Shopping center before redevelopment: a single
strip mall surrounded by asphalt parking. Image: ‘Retrofitting Suburbia’

and include space for civic and government services like the
post office, as well as commercial use. Commercial space
includes smaller spaces for local shopowners and village shops
as well as space for more established, larger businesses. The
commercial aspect is focused on locally owned businesses
as opposed to national chains: a demonstration of New
Urbanisms dedication to economic health in communities.
Additionally, Mashpee Commons includes housing above
shops: a key tenet of New Urbanism is density of development
to reduce automobile dependence.

Mashpee Commons: Mixed use development with an emphasis on
civic life and economic development at the local level. Image: ‘Retrofit-

ting Suburbia’
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Rice University Pavilion: Texas
Designed by the Office of James Burnett, the newly
constructed Rice University Pavilion uses an overhead
structure to provide shade from the hot Texas sun. It also
vertically establishes an in-between space that is neither
fully inside or outside. The edges of the structure as well as
a change in materials on the groudplane and carefully placed
planters reinforce the spatial composition of the pavilion.
Users are able to clearly read spaces and paths through these
The pavilion itself is extended with the use of an overhead structure,
providing the opportunity for outdoor gathering. Image: ASLA.org

The overhead structure provides shade for visitors, with the cast
shadows changing throughout the day adding a sense of movement
and change to the site. Image: ASLA.org
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reinforced yet pervious edges.

Groundplane materials, overhead structures, and plantings shape
the space and articulate clear circulation. Image: ASLA.org

North Christian Church Parking Lot: Columbus, Indiana
Dan Kiley’s 1964 scheme employed “parking rooms”,
placed and designed to screen cars from view using shrub
and tree plantings. The arrangement of these rooms in a
grid format with clear one way circulation clarifies vehicular
circulation patterns and separates them from pedestrian use,
which is along an axis leading to the doors of the church. The
addition of trees provides shade for parked cars and connects
to the allee of maples leading to the parking lot.

Left: North Christian
Church parking lot rooms in
relation to the building. A
grid of trees is incorporated
in both the lawn area of the
church and the parking lot,
providing consistency in
design.
Below: The central pedestrian axis frames the building entry as people leave
their cars and approach for
worship. The height of the
shrubs shields most cars
from view and enhances the
arrival sequence.
Images: 52weeks.rickyberkey.org

Shrubs and trees form the edge of parking rooms. Image:
52weeks.rickyberkey.org
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Herman Miller Furniture Parking Lot:
Cherokee County, Georgia
In this Michael Van Valkenburgh design, stormwater
management was carefully incorporated as an ecological and
aesthetic amenity. By tilting the planes of the lot to drain
into constructed wetland retention areas, and planting those
areas to be both functional and beautiful, MVVA was able to
address human and natural systems moving through the site.
The addition of trees to this planting scheme not only provides
Constructed wetlands surround the site and lot, preventing
surface runoff from overwhelming and polluting surrounding
existing streams. Image: MVVAinc.com

definition to the lot, but the shade they provide over blacktop

Retention area in the middle of the lot clarifies circulation of
an otherwise challenging geometry. Image: MVVAinc.com

A row of trees divides the parking bays from meadow plantings for
infiltration. Image: ASLA.org
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reduces the heat island effect.

Fiat Lingotto Parking Lot: Turin, Italy
A Renzo Piano design, this expansive lot blurs the
lines between parking and landscape with a series of ‘parking
gardens’. He has “eliminated all regular parking islands
and curbs, and planted rows of trees in a dense grid.” (BenJoseph 2012, 131) This grid serves as a navigational aide,
guiding people and cars through the lot underneath a canopy
of trees that provides shade, reducing the heat island effect.
By eliminating curbs and using areas of porous paving, Piano
allows for increased infiltration and hydrologic health.

A view of the site: the grid of trees over the parking lot morphs into a
grid of trees over public open space, blurring the boundaries between
building, open space, and parking lot. Image: apcoa.it

Parking gardens in the lot, with trees planted in a pervious pavement strip and a pattern of 2 parking bays per tree. Image: apcoa.it

As the trees mature, canopy coverage increases as does ecological
function. Image: SmartPlanet.com
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6. D esign
Design Framework: Healthy Community
Bay

A program and design for the site was created to
address some of the challenges faced by Pine Point, identified
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d
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through site analysis and interviews with Scott Hanson of the
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e
Foo brati
d S on &
pac
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Springfield Planning Department (Chapter 4).

Me
d
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These challenges include lack of access to healthy
food within the neighborhood, lack of accessible recreational
open space and connection to the White Cedar Bog. The site
is located on what is essentially an island of land bordered
by busy multi-lane roads, acting as a barrier of any social

Programs that address these challenges and bring

connection between two sides of the neighborhood and

people into the site include:

disconnecting the two civic services available to residents: the

•

Enhanced connections to the surrounding neighborhood

Senior Center and the Library. In addition to these challenges,

•

A streetside bakery provides daily fresh bread

•

Fresh produce distribution center engages the regional farm-

residents of Pine Point have requested a medical center or

ing system in an efficient manner while bringing food to the

access to a doctors services in their neighborhood.

site for pick-up by residents
•

Medical offices bring doctors and healthcare into the neighborhood

•

Outdoor activity space available to all

•

Flexible function space that allows special programming and
community events
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Social Systems
The following series of diagrams
articulate the challenges and
opportunities of the social systems in
Pine Point. The proposed design solution
focuses on the site and an adjacent
parcel as a bridge between the Senior
Center and the Pine Point Library.
The design focus is on a more
robust pedestrian circulation pattern
in which neighbors may encounter one
another and people can travel freely and
safely between the two existing civic
services. The programming of the site
allows them to gather and take part in
a number of activities or special events
together in once place, as a community.

The site with the adjacent vacant parcel.
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A disconnected void isolates the Senior
Center to the north from the Library to the
south, acting as a barrier between two sides
of Pine Point.

Using the site and the adjacent parcel as a
bridge, there is potential to create a bridge
between the two sides.

The two sides of the neighborhood are
connected to one another using site as
bridge.

Despite this new connection, the 50,000 SF
building in the middle of the site remains a
barrier to social systems.

The proposed site design including buildings
and structures.

By perforating the building, pedestrian
connectivity and the social systems are
enhanced with a more robust circuitry.

The site design includes a number of types
and intensities of activity, which can change
with community need. Above in dark red are
active recreation areas.

An urban parking / plaza in orange is
flexible space, which can be used for parking,
passive recreation, or both.

Program for the buildings includes both
daily and special event space. The dark red
above indicates daily use areas, which keep
the site and street front active daily.

The central orange building is special event
space, flexible to allow for community need.
Special events can include weekly food
dispersal, parties, film screenings, etc.
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Social Systems Summary

Existing social systems

Proposed social systems

The existing social system is interrupted and disconnected by

The proposed social systems of Pine Point include pedestrian

the site and adjacent parcels, isolating the senior center and

connectivity between the two parts of the neighborhood, as

library.

well as the Senior Center and Library. On-site design and
programming further enhance connections between community
members.
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Food Systems: Regional

Farms in the region

Farms in the region

Pine Point Site

Pine Point Site

5 Farms
5 Vehicles on the road
10 Paid staff farm members off-site

5 Farms
1 Box truck on the road
2 Paid staff

The existing farmers market model uses resources from each

The proposed Pine Point food dispersal model. One box truck

farm for every market held. This can adversely affect the profit

with one driver travels a circuit from farm to farm, picking up

margins of family farms, while putting more vehicles on the

the produce and depositing it at the site for dispersal to the

road and using more fuel.

neighborhood. Efficiency is increased and less energy is used: a
good thing for all involved.
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Food Systems: Local
Once food arrives in Pine Point, it
improves the food desert conditions of
the neighborhood while also engaging
with the social systems. As people arrive
on site to pick up their weekly groceries,
the process becomes an event and people
gather and meet, further connecting and
activating the site.

Pine Point residents leave their homes
and travel to the site at approximately the
same time for food pick-up, engaging social
systems with the healthy food system.
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Food arrives in Pine Point on a box truck in
an efficient fashion, allowing farmers and
their staff to remain on the farm growing
both food and business.

Food is delivered to the center building /
event space, where it can be picked up or
stored until needed.

Food is brought from the site back to
surrounding residences, continuing the
engagement with social systems.

Fresh food has been brought to neighborhood
homes from the region at large, alleviating
food desert conditions and engaging social
systems in an efficient manner.

The site design and adjacent White Cedar
Bog.

The dispersal of plants in the bog.
Groundplane plants
Canopy
Understory

Groundplane plants incorporated into the
site to be made visible while shaping space.

Understory plants incorporated into the site
to be made visible while shaping space; in
some places on their own and in others in
concert with groundplane plants.

Canopy trees including evergreens and
deciduous continue to define space while
providing shade to the site.

Ecological Systems
Creating new connections and
enhancing existing connections in Pine
Point. The Bog adjacent to the site is
inaccessible to visitors, though notable
as the westernmost White Cedar Bog in
the Northeast.
Site design provides an opportunity
to engage with this unique system,
organizing and making visible the plant
community of the bog. By including areas
where each plant is formalized, visitors
are able to experience their qualities
even if they are not familiar with bog
ecosystems.
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Site Plan: Healthy Community

Programming for the buildings includes (from north
to south) a bakery to activate the streetside on a daily basis,

With healthy community as underlying concept for
the site design, the site acts as a framework incorporating
and enhancing the social, ecological, and food systems of
the community, The reuse of existing structure and space

while providing space to a local business and beckoning to
passersby with the smell of fresh bread. Bread is a staple in
all cultures: it’s a food that everyone has in common, and has
the potential to bring different cultures together.

expresses the value of sustainability. The design also
incorporates the values of walkability and pedestrian access,

The center building is a flexible community space:

democratic open space with both a plaza and turf area, and

it is active on special events, including the weekly food

social justice by incorporating fresh food and addressing the

dispersal event, as well as weddings, community celebrations,

food desert of the community.

quinceaneras, and other special occasions.

Plants used throughout the design are drawn from

The building to the rear of the parcel is a medical center

the adjacent White Cedar Bog community, and include

- requested by the community - that is set back from the street

groundplace plants, understory trees and shrubs, and canopy

for quiet and peace but is also active on a daily basis, moving

trees - both evergreen and deciduous.

people into the site.

The urban parking plaza is a flexible open space

On the southeast side of the buildings are areas for

that can be configured for a number of different uses by the

more active recreation, providing a needed opportunity for

placement of bollards.

the community. The central turf area is surrounded by trees.
Adjacent to the open area is a shaded area for sitting and

Structures over the plazas in front of the buildings
provide shade as well as acting as beacons to the community
- a welcoming gesture that also lets visitors know where the
entrances to the buildings are.
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resting to allow visitors to watch the goings-on of the open
space. A consistent architectural feature throughout the
park are overhead structures, acting as beacons on both the
northwest and southeast sides of the park.

Plazas with overhead
shade structures
Medical Offices
Community Space /
Food Dispersal
Bakery
Plaza with overhead
shade structure

Urban Parking Plaza

Gateway

White Cedar
Bog plantings

Recreational
Field
Gateway
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Floorplan & Groundplane

Floorplan &
Structures
& Groundplane
Groundcover

Floorplan & Groundplane
Structures & Groundcover

Structures
& Groundcover
Shrubs & Understory
Trees

Structures & Groundcover
Shrubs & Understory Trees

Shrubs & Understory Trees
Evergreen & Deciduous Trees
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Understory Trees & Shrubs

Canopy: Deciduous

Highbush Blueberry
Vaccinium corymbosum

Eastern Redbud
Cercis canadensis

Canopy: Evergreen

Summersweet
Clethra alnifolia

Black Tupelo
Nyssa sylvatica

Red Maple
Acer rubrum

Atlantic White Cedar
Chamaecyparis thyoides
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Section 1

Section 2
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Drive

Parking / Plaza

Drive

Walk

Plaza

Flexible Community Space

Section 1

Flexible Community Space

Plaza

Turf Field

Walk

Section 2
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Parking / Plaza

A proposed plan for the parking / plaza includes trees to reduce the
urban heat island effect, as well as areas for infiltration and people.
Using bollards (in the following diagrams), the configurations for
the space are numerous.
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Circulation for the parking / plaza is one way, with one area of
two-way parking (to the north) to allow visitors who have dropped
someone off to park. Orange indicates places for people, and the
circulation patterns are flexible and can be shaped with bollards.

Bollards can restruct vehicular circulation to just the
streetside spots when a larger plaza is needed - these
programs might include an outdoor movie screening in the
summer or a harvest festival in the fall.
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There may be instances, such as

For gatherings that might

an arts fair, where people would

not require the entire plaza

prefer activity along the street

but still need space set aside

itself. Bollards can be used to

for pedestrian activity. This

allow vehicles to circulate and

programming might include Dia

park, while allowing the set-up of

de Los Muertos or other holiday

booths.

celebrations.

7. C onclusion
The suburbs as they have been designed and
constructed are facing significant challenges in the modern
day. Social, ecological, and economic systems have been
overlooked and fractured: the health and future well-being of
both residents and the landscape are at risk. This moment is
pivotal: by re-thinking the use of space and structure within
existing suburbs, landscape architects can influence and
guide the direction of their future programming and use.
With thoughtful incision, the profession can encourage the
formation of places - identifiable, unique, and referencing
cultural and ecological characteristics - within these
developments. The pendulum can swing towards a healthier
and more robust built enviornment.
Greyfields provide an ideal opportunity for this practice:

as the remediation of seas of asphalt, communities have the
potential to become truly sustainbable.
At a time of change with re-consideration of the
suburbs, landscape architecture as a profession also finds
itself at a crossroads. The two major schools of thought are
battling it out in academia to the detriment of the field at
large. Althought it may seem an academic exercise with little
impact on real world practice, theoretical underpinnings are
an important component of the field. These philosophies help
to guide best practice, encouraging landscape architects to
think about both site and design in new ways. With landscape
urbanists and new urbanists working to assert dominance,
the philosophy of landscape architecture has become rife
with enmity as opposed to serving progress. In order to move

abandoned or vacant parcels of land within a fully developed

forward, let us keep in mind not what each school of thought

community can provide amenity and service to the residents

does not do, but rather what each does accomplish.

as well as benefitting the surround ecological systems. With
the re-use of existing infrastructure and construction, as well

Landscape urbanists are primarily concerned with the
underlying systems of a site, specifically re-connecting broken
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systems and enhancing existing systems. Their approach

alternative ways of approaching site design. Once a site

is dedicated to allowing flexibility and change over time

is understood through site analysis and the challenges are

according to community needs and shifts, as well as the chaos

identified, the matrix can help the designer to tailor an

of natural events over which there is no control.

approach best suited to that particular site.

The new urbanists have a set list of values that

By carefully selecting a site with potential for success

they incorporate within all their design work. This clearly

and subsequently using that site as a framework for

articulated list of considerations is important in framing

demonstration of theoretical applications, this process can help

site plans, and includes walkability, democratic open space,

to guide others pursuing design work that is contemporary as

environmental justice, sustainability, and community.

well as forward thinking. This project demonstrates just that:

Theory cannot be didactic: it needs to be applied as a
framework that is able to respond appropriately to each site,
its existing conditions, and allowing for its future potential.
Each school of thought has legitimate concerns and
approaches, but a basic tenet of our field is this: site must
inform and give form to ideas; ideas are not to be imposed

by identifying a greyfield site in a first-ring suburb and using
the site as framework for theory, other landscape architects
can use this to guide their own practice.
Using this matrix to guide a design with healthy
community as underlying concept for this particular greyfield,
the site acts as a framework incorporating and enhancing the
social, ecological, and food systems of the community. The

upon a site. By considering the components of each approach

reuse of existing structure and space expresses the value of

(Landscape Urbanism and New Urbanism) and how they work

sustainability. The design also incorporates the values of

as a whole, we are able to separate out and organize those

walkability and pedestrian access, democratic open space with

components into a matrix. This matrix allows the designer

both a plaza and turf area, and social justice by incorporating

to understand how the different values and approaches of

fresh food and addressing the food desert of the community.

each school of thought may relate to one another or provide
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Plants used throughout the design are drawn from

Urbanism and New Urbanism, the Bay Street design provides

the adjacent White Cedar Bog community, and include

an opportunity to incorporate the most appropriate aspects

groundplace plants, understory trees and shrubs, and canopy

of each into the design and programming of the site. It allows

trees - both evergreen and deciduous.

retrofitting of the space in a thoughtful, strategic way, using

The parking / urban plaza is a flexible open space
that can be configured for a number of different uses by
the placement of bollards. Programming for the buildings
includes (from north to south) a bakery, a flexible community
space that acts as a food dispersal hub, and a medical
center requested by the community to further enhance their

the insights developed in the creation of the matrix.
By using current thinking to guide the design process
and recognizing that no site is static, we learn how our
thinking may also evolve as the site changes and develops,
incorporating new understanding of both site and theory.

health. people into the site. There is an area for more active
recreation, providing a needed opportunity for the community
to come together in physical activity, enhancing both their
health and the social fabric of the neighborhood.
Developed but abandoned land in populated areas
provides an opportunity to reuse unproductive space. Using
the guiding principles of contemporary theory, these spaces
can be re-incorporated while providing a benefit to the
surrounding community.
The matrix created in this Bay Street project allows
for that incorporation of contemporary thought in design. By
clarifying and synthesizing the main components of Landscape
67
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